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Scilm changes the rules of the production and
conception of kitchen furniture. This provide
designers with new ways of conceiving spaces.
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Handle Profile

“L” Profile

“C” Profile

Wall Cabinet Profile

Scilm offers a Gola Profile system that, thanks to it’s versatility, makes it
possible to satisfy every aesthetic and construction needs of the contemporary
kitchen providing a handy and solid fastening system.



Scilm Gola Profile 8006 “L”

1 x 4100mm “L” Handle Profile R465.00p/L-SC800650SL41

 
Horizontal Gola Profile
for kitchen drawers & doors

Scilm’s horizontal “L” profile offers a radial curvature that is accentuated
to suit the needs of a modern design. Coupled with matching accessories,

it is the perfect solution for the seamless kitchen.

Scilm Screw-fix Profile Support Clips

1 x Gola Support Clip R17.50ea-SCSU116DS59



Scilm Gola Profile 8007 “C”

1 x 4100mm “C” Handle Profile R615.00p/L-SC800750SL41

 
Horizontal Gola Profile
for kitchen drawers

Scilm’s horizontal “C” profile offers a radial curvature that is accentuated
to suit the needs of a modern design. Coupled with matching accessories,

it is the perfect solution for the seamless kitchen.

Scilm Screw-fix Profile Support Clips

1 x Gola Support Clip R17.50ea-SCSU116DS59



Scilm Gola Profile R1746

1 x 3900mm Wall Cabinet Profile R350.00p/L-SCR174650SL39

 
Horizontal Gola Profile
for hanging units

The Gola Profile for hanging units offers a modern, neat finish for the designer
in search of the handless look without having to use additional hardware such

as specialized hinges or push-2-open accessories. Once installed, the profile
remains concealed when the door is closed and offers an ergonomic finger

grip application.



PVC Plinth

150mm Plinth

Plinth Accessories

Scilm offers a Gola Profile system that, thanks to it’s versatility, makes it
possible to satisfy every aesthetic and construction needs of the contemporary
kitchen providing a handy and solid fastening system.



Scilm 150mm PVC Alu-Coated Plinth

1 x 4000mm Furniture Plinth R290.00p/L-SCR460015A1101S
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Alu-Coated PVC plinth
withopaline gasket

Scilm 150mm Alu-Coated Multicorner

1 x H150 Aluminium Multicorner R50.75ea-SC1357147A11SF
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Scilm plinths are made of co-extruded lead-free PVC, and come with a special
opaline half-hidden gasket. Larson imports the 150mm high version with an

aluminium finish.

 
Foiled aluminium
multicorner

1357

Scilm 150mm Plinth Leg Connector

1 x H150 Plinth Leg Connector R1.50ea-SCGZR54
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011 795 1988
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Tel
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031 502 4888
Fax 031 502 4890
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7 Manfeld Park, 12-14 Dawn Road

CAPE TOWN

Tel
Montague Gardens

021 552 1826
Fax 021 552 1827
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right to change listed prices without notification. Please always confirm prices at the time of placing your order.

While Larson has used its best endevours to ensure that the information provided in this pricelist - including (but not limited to) technical specifications,

measurements, colours and prices - are accurate and up to date at the time of issue, does not warrant that it is correct or complete. We reserve the right to make

corrections and changes without notification and unless otherwise stated and agreed upon in writing, Larson makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied,

that goods sold are suitable for any particular purpose or application under any specific condition. It is recommended that every item should be thoroughly tested

by the purchaser to determine performance suitability before use of goods.

These products are imported from Europe and as a result are subject to fluctuations in currency. While we endeavour to keep prices unchanged we reserve the 
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108 Villiers Road
Walmer, P.E.
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